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With over 9 years of teaching experience, Tychr is
committed to expanding horizons for students
through its state of the art teaching methodology. In
addition to educational excellence, we strive to
develop individuals that exhibit impeccable personal
and professional integrity. 

At TYCHR, we understand the importance of
standardized tests like the ACT and SAT in the college
admissions process. That's why we offer
comprehensive ACT and SAT tutoring services
designed to help students maximize their scores and
unlock their full potential. Our experienced tutors
provide personalized guidance, targeted strategies,
and rigorous practice sessions to ensure that students
feel confident and well-prepared on test day.

But our commitment to your success doesn't stop
there. We also offer expert college counseling services
to guide you through the complex journey of
university admissions. Our team of knowledgeable
counselors is dedicated to helping you navigate the
application process, identify the best-fit colleges and
universities, and create a compelling application that
highlights your unique strengths and achievements.
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HOW DOES THE

PROCESS WORK?
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Confirmation
Letter



Our Approach

We believe in a Result-oriented methodology and therefore
understand and give importance to the dependency of the
standardized tests or college counseling on college
admissions. Our Adaptive teaching methodology addresses
the unique needs of each student and ensures a personalized
teaching experience.
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Extensive subject-
wise study material

for almost every
topic in the

curriculum is
curated for students.

They take lessons
from our IB tutors in

groups of 5 or less

The student further
starts to drill with

modular
assignments and
questions to help

practice and furnish
their skills and

abilities.

The student
progresses on to

handling mock tests
under exam-style

setups.

Upon grasping the
basics, students

benefit from our in-
depth explanation
videos to improve

their knowledge and
supplement their
academic base.
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AS SEEN ON
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HERE’S THE GIST

OF THE SAT:
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An SAT (Scholastic Assessment Test) is a standardized test that
the College Board conducts for high school students who want
to join college. 

You will be tested on your written, verbal and mathematical
skills.

These tests are sometimes considered by colleges in the US
and Canada. When we mean sometimes, it’s because most
colleges have gone test optional. 

 

The Digital SAT is a modernized version of the widely recognized
college admissions exam, the SAT. It replaces the traditional
paper-and-pencil format with an interactive online platform. This
digital format offers students a user-friendly interface, allowing
them to navigate through the test sections with ease. 



Paper SAT Digital SAT

Total duration is 3 hours Total Duration is 2 hours and 14 minutes

Total number of
questions: 154

Total number of questions: 98

Reading, Writing and
Math are considered 3
different sections 

Reading and Writing has been combined into one
section

There is a set format of
questions that are
identical for all test takers

The difficulty of Module 2 will depend on the
performance of the student in Module 1. Questions
will vary for each student.

Calculator is not allowed
for 1 out of 2 sections

The use of calculator is permitted for the entire math
section

Reading section: 5 long
passagesWriting section:
4 passageswith multiple
choice questions under it

There are 54 very short passages where there’s
only one question each tied to it. 

Takes time to get the
results 

Students will get their score just after a few days of
taking the test

There are 4 separate
sections (reading, writing,
math with and without
calculator) with a different
time duration for each

Both the sections are each split into two modules.
Each of these modules in their respective sections
have the same time duration and number of
questions. 
Reading and Writing: 33 questions for 32 minutes
each (total 66 questions)
Math: 27 questions for 35 minutes each (total 54
questions)
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SAT ENGLISH
The SAT Reading and Writing section assesses a student's critical
reading comprehension and writing skills. This section presents
passages from various genres and prompts that evaluate the ability to
analyze and interpret information, draw logical conclusions, and
identify grammatical and rhetorical errors.



Topic Name What it focuses on

Information and
Ideas

Central ideas and details
Command of evidence
Interpret information from tables, graphs, lines
Quantitative inferences
Analytical and evaluative skills

Expression of
Ideas

Rhetorical synthesis transitions
Ability to revise texts
Effectiveness of rhetoric texts

Standard English
Conventions

Boundaries
Form, structure, and sense
Formation of English sentences
Usage and correction of punctuation

Craft and
Structure

Words in context
Text structure and purpose
Cross-text connections
Reasoning and comprehension skills
High-utility words and phrases
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SAT MATHS
The SAT Math section is designed to assess students' mathematical
reasoning and problem-solving abilities. It covers a range of topics
including algebra, geometry, statistics, and data analysis. 



Topic Name What it focuses on

Algebra

Linear equations in one variable
Linear equations in two variables
Linear functions
Systems of two linear equations in two variables
Linear inequalities in one or two variables

Advanced
Mathematics

Equivalent expressions
Non-linear equations in one variable and systems of
equations in two variables
Non-linear functions
Polynomial functions
Quadratic equations

Problem Solving
and Data
Analysis

Ratios, rates, proportional relationships, and units
Percentages
One-variable data: distributions and measures of centre
& spread
Two-variable data: models and scatter plots
Evaluating mean, median, mode, standard deviation
Probability and conditional probability
Inference from sample statistics and margin of error
Verifying data collection methods
Evaluating statistical claims: observational studies and
experiments

Geometry and
Trigonometry

Area and volume
Lines, angles, and triangles
Right triangles and trigonometry
Circles
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SAT VS. ACT
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The SAT and ACT are two standardized tests used by colleges and
universities in the United States for admissions decisions. While
both tests assess a student's knowledge and skills, they have some
key differences that set them apart.



SAT ACT

54 questions for Reading and
Writing 
44 questions for Math

98 questions with a total test time
of 2 hours and 14 minutes. 54 questions for English

60 questions for Math
40 questions for Reading
40 questions for Science

215 questions

Digital - Computer based
Traditional pen-and-paper method
and computer based for
international test takers

Section Adaptive - There are 2
modules for each of the 2
sections. Depending on the
performance of module 1, the
second module can be easy or
difficult.

Increasing question difficulty for
math and science sections

800 for R&W
800 for Math

Test consists of sections on
Evidence-Based Reading and
Writing and Math. Total score is
1600.

1-36 for each of the 4 sections
A composite-average score of
the 4 sections is given out of
36

includes sections on English,
Math, Reading, Science, and an
optional essay. Total score is 36
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Colleges that historically favored the SAT include Ivy League universities
such as Harvard University, Yale University, and Princeton University, as well
as other selective institutions like Stanford University and Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT). However, some of these schools have
transitioned to test-optional policies in recent years, diminishing the emphasis
on standardized test scores.

On the other hand, colleges that historically favored the ACT include public
universities in the Midwest and South, such as University of Michigan,
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, University of Alabama, and University
of Texas at Austin. These schools have traditionally seen a higher proportion
of applicants submitting ACT scores.



OUR SAT PACKAGES:
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SAT Full Package

Total Duration: 3 months

Total cost: ₹85,000 

Dedicated faculty support till the date of your
exam
Sample SAT/ACT style papers Entire Math and
English syllabus coverage
Unlimited doubt clearing sessions
Topic-wise assessments for better understanding
and learning

       4 hours a week for Math and English

Full package consists of: 
1.

2.

3.
4.



TYCHR’S PRIVATE

TUTORING IS THE BEST

FOR STUDENTS WHO:
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10 full length practice tests
100 hours of instruction from expert SAT/ACT tutors
Unlimited doubt clearing sessions
Interactive score reports
Unique satisfaction guarantee 

Personalized Approach:
TYCHRs Tutoring Program offers an individualized approach to
SAT/ACT preparation, ensuring students receive in-depth study
guides, personalized coaching, and tailored study plans. Our highly
experienced tutors from the University of Cambridge identify
students' strengths and weaknesses, providing targeted instruction
to meet their specific needs.

Comprehensive Resources: 
TYCHRs provides a plethora of resources to help students excel in
the SAT/ACT. Our detailed study guides cover all the necessary
concepts, formulas, and definitions, accompanied by a vast array of
exam-style questions for practice. You get access to:
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OUR IN-HOUSE

SAT TUTORS:
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Atif
Atif has specialized in Device Physics and
Nanofabrication. He is currently teaching
IBDP Mathematics. He has taught 30+ IB
students over a period of 2 years at
TYCHR. Atif is a trainer for SAT and ACT
and is currently working at University of
Cambridge. 

Taha Firduos Shah
Studied History and Anthropology of
Religion in South Asia. Taha has an
undergraduate degree from St.
Stephen’s College and Graduated from
University of Cambridge. Taha, works at
University of Cambridge and she has
been teaching for 6+ years. She is
currently an active Educator for various
competitive exams like SAT and ACT at
TYCHR. 



STUDENT

TESTIMONIALS
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"TYCHR's SAT tutoring was a game-changer for me. The tutors were
exceptional and provided me with targeted strategies and extensive
practice materials. Thanks to their guidance and support, my scores
improved significantly, opening up doors to top-tier universities.
TYCHR is the best investment I made for my SAT success!" 

"I cannot thank TYCHR enough for their SAT tutoring services. The
tutors were highly knowledgeable, patient, and tailored their
approach to suit my learning style. They helped me understand the
nuances of the SAT and provided invaluable tips and tricks. With
their guidance, I was able to achieve my target score and gain
admission to my dream college." 

"Choosing TYCHR for SAT tutoring was the best decision I made.
Their practice tests and personalized study plans were instrumental
in my progress. With TYCHR's support, I gained confidence and
achieved a score beyond my expectations. I am forever grateful to
TYCHR for their unwavering dedication and expertise!"

~Surya

~Akshita

~Tavishi
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1) How qualified are the tutors in TYCHRs' online SAT tutoring
program?
At TYCHRs, we take great care in selecting highly qualified tutors
for our online SAT tutoring program. Our tutors undergo a
rigorous screening process, which includes subject knowledge
assessments, teaching evaluations, and interviews.

2) What resources and study materials are provided in TYCHRs'
online SAT tutoring program?
TYCHRs' online SAT tutoring program offers a comprehensive set
of study materials and resources to support your SAT preparation.
We provide access to a wide range of SAT practice tests, both
official and high-quality third-party resources.

3) Can TYCHRs' online SAT tutoring program help me with
specific sections of the SAT?
Yes, TYCHRs' online SAT tutoring program is designed to provide
comprehensive support for all sections of the SAT. Our tutors
have expertise in all areas. They will assess your strengths and
weaknesses in each section and tailor their instruction to address
your specific needs. Our goal is to help you improve your
performance across all sections of the SAT.

All in all, we are committed to serving the global student
community as best as we can. In our mission to do so, we ensure to
make education as widely accessible and attainable to as many
students possible. TYCHR provides a one-stop solution to all the
education concerns of the students

Friend, philosopher and guide for all your educational
concerns. 



www.tychr.com +91 9540653900
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https://tychr.com/product/sat-preparation-course/

